
ScreenTrak® Soprano - Mounting

Hear yourself think®



ScreenTrak® Soprano - Magnet Mounting

The magnets used for mounting ScreenTrak® Soprano are  extremely powerful  and must be handled with caution. 
Maximum thickness for any piece of glass in use cannot exceed 0.39” (10mm)

Before the magnets are separated from each other, please note that they must point towards each other for mounting. 
The magnets can be marked with a marker on both sides to indicate which direction they will need to face -- towards 
each other.

If the magnets are adjoined without the provided plastic ring, or similar thick material, it can be very difficult to separate 
them again.

Mounting on glass requires two people, one on either side of the glass. One person holds the first magnet on the selected 
spot of the glass while the other person places the second magnet on the opposite side of the glass, approximately 12” 
away from the first magnet. The second magnet is then carefully glided towards the first magnet until they adjoin.

Cut a hole with the diameter of approx. 1” in the middle of 
a piece of cardboard. Use it as a template when spraying 
glue on the glass. 

Measure on the glass where Soprano is to hang. Use a 
marker to mark the center of all holes where the magnets 
are to be placed. It is not necessary to mark and glue the 
magnets at the bottom of the Soprano.

Use the cardboard template to spray adhesive on both 
sides of the glass where magnets are to go.

Allow the adhesive to dry completely.

Place the front magnet on the glued spot, press it firmly to 
secure. Slide the second magnet slowly from a distance of 
about 20 inches (half meter) into place on the backside of 
the glass. Press the magnet firmly to secure.

Mount ScreenTrak® Soprano on the magnets and place the 
‘metal lock’ on top.

*The spray adhesive 3M-77 can be used.

Spray adhesive may also be used for larger-scale ScreenTrak® Soprano covers to ensure stability.

Magnet #1 inserted 
into Soprano

Magnet #2 slid into 
place behind glass

Magnet #1 hidden with 
plastic cover
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ScreenTrak® Soprano - Wire Mounting
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Adjust the length of the
wire by pressing here

Pull wire to desired length here

Hole for bottom fitting Screw in bottom fitting
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Screw into ceiling Screw both parts together
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ScreenTrak® Soprano - Ceiling & Wall

Wire mounting

Hook & Loop mounting
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Ceiling & wall bracket 
joined with screw

Wall bracket

Screw & bracket for  ceil-
ing mounting
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ScreenTrak® Soprano - All Mounting Options


